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WELCOME
Welcome to the THIRTEENTH newsletter of the World Community for
Christian Meditation (South Africa) (WCCM-SA).

The COVID-19 crisis has meant that a number of initiatives
have had to be put on hold. In this edition, we give an update
on developments here in South Africa.
We report on a recent online seminar dealing with
meditation with children and young people, and the
upcoming John Main Seminar which will now be held online,
thus becoming more accessible to people around the globe.
Latest developments at Bonnevaux are featured, and
information about further resources is provided.
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WCCM (SA) NATIONAL CONCERNS
A. Covenant
This document describing the constitution of WCCM(SA) is available on the website at:
http://wccm.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/WCCM-SA-Covenant-2020.pdf

B. National Council
Due to the disruption of planned activities by the global pandemic and the uncertain future resulting,
there has been no response to the invitations to serve on the National Council. When lives have returned
to the ‘new normal’, invitations will be resent. The purpose of this National Council, as reflected in the
Covenant document, is to establish an operating framework and governance structure to ensure that the
living tradition of Christian Meditation as developed by John Main OSB and the World Community for
Christian Meditation (WCCM) continues to be shared as broadly as possible throughout South Africa.

C. Plans
Plans as outlined in the March Newsletter will be shifted to 2021 and 2022 as below, though some
aspects of the plan will be implemented in the latter half of 2020.

TIME FRAME

ACTIVITY

2020



Quarterly Newsletter

4th quarter



Formation of National Council

2021



Quarterly Newsletter

1st quarter



Online meeting of National Council

2nd quarter




Formation of groups in three centres
Meditation at the National Arts Festival

3rd quarter



Regional retreat in three centres

4th quarter



National report

2022



Quarterly Newsletter

2nd quarter




Essential Teaching Weekend in three centres
Meditation at the National Arts Festival

3rd quarter



Regional retreat in three centres

4th quarter



National report

1st quarter

In addition to these plans, the Community has submitted proposals for a pilot project to bring
meditation to schools in 10 regions of South Africa.
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A CONTEMPLATIVE PATH THROUGH THE CRISIS

In the midst of global suffering due to the epidemic, the World Community for Christian Meditation offers
rich resources for hope and healing on a new website A Contemplative Path through the Crisis.
The 'Contemplative Path' programme offers insights born from the present challenges we face - shaping
wisdom for a better world after the crisis.
There are a variety of offerings:






Short reflections and video-lectios;
Introduction to meditation for people newly looking for a spiritual path;
Courses and online discussions;
A 15-minute video series from teachers and presenters;
On-line meditation, contemplative Eucharist, other live events.

For more information go to https://acontemplativepath-wccm.org/
To join the path go to https://wccm.us4.listmanage.com/subscribe?u=c3f683a744ee71a2a6032f4bc&id=dec88b88b4

MEDITATION, WELLBEING AND MORE

Meditation, Wellbeing and More has been designed to help you explore a range of concepts associated
with health, wellbeing, human development and personal growth, alongside the practice of meditation.
Meditation has long been recognised as something that can support personal wellbeing.
https://www.theschoolofmeditation.org/all-courses/meditation-wellbeing-more/
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JOHN MAIN SEMINAR – MEXICO CITY – 22-25 OCTOBER 2020
https://johnmainseminar.org/

Please note that the John Main Seminar (19-22 October 2020) is now online due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
For up-to-date INFORMATION click here.
For the PROGRAM click here.
To REGISTER click here.

About the 2020 John Main Seminar
INDIGENOUS WISDOM AND THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY
The purpose and objective of the Seminar JMS2020, is to explore and learn from the Wisdom and
Spirituality of the indigenous cultures to build a common ground for the future.
An ancient poem from the Cree people says:
Some day the earth will become sick,
the oceans will become dark.
the birds will fall down from the sky,
the fish will die and float on the river.
Little before it is too late,
the indigenous people will recover their spirit,
and will teach the white man to respect the earth.
After a 3-day silent retreat led by Fr. Laurence Freeman OSB, we will learn from experienced speakers,
how they have received the knowledge and wisdom kept by small groups that still are present and
embody vibrantly and with courage their customs, tradition and spirituality.
During the seminar, the workshop participants will have the opportunity to learn and perform, the daily
activities of native artisans, understanding how they practice their beliefs and transform them in work
as they continue their traditions and immerse them in the actual world.
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SEMINAR: MEDITATION WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
These are challenging times as we walk through the uncertainty brought about by the global pandemic.
In response to this time of COVID, Meditatio held an online seminar entitled, “A Gift for Our Times:
Meditation with Children and Young People” on Tuesday 30 June. The half day seminar was held online
and it focused on the contextual timeliness for the need and desire to bring meditation to children and
young adults. Current research on this topic by the Centre for Children & Young People, Southern Cross
University, Australia was included as one of the presentations.
The potential benefits reported on were:








General mental wellbeing, for example improvements in
anxiety and depression – sometimes collectively
referred to as ‘internalising behaviours’;
Ability to cope with school-related stress;
Emotional and behavioural regulation, including social
interaction – sometimes collectively referred to as
‘externalising behaviours’;
Academic skills, usually attention, executive function
and working memory capacity but sometimes academic
achievement;
Physical health benefits, such as sleep improvements,
reduced heart rate and cortisol levels, smoking
cessation) or impact on underage drinking;
And, occasionally, spiritual engagement opportunities.

The full report can be accessed at
https://researchportal.scu.edu.au/discovery/delivery?vid=61SCU_INST:ResearchRepository&repId=1272
566780002368#1372566770002368
And a summary at
https://researchportal.scu.edu.au/discovery/delivery?vid=61SCU_INST:ResearchRepository&repId=1272
576890002368#1372576880002368
Chat rooms were used to give participants an opportunity to reflect on the presentations which included
a talk by Fr Laurence Freeman, and to share their own experience or interest in meditation with the
young. A synthesis of the ideas shared will be available shortly.
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BONNEVAUX

https://bonnevauxwccm.org/
During the continuing situation caused by COVID-19 Bonnevaux has to operate under certain restrictions
regarding visitors and guests until September 1st. If you wish to visit or come to stay before that please
contact Catherine Charriere the Abbaye Manager, catherine@wccm.org .

RESOURCES
Meditation Chimes
Produce good vibrations with a gentle tap of the wooden mallet on the
single 15 cm metallophone. This solo tone rod emits a powerful tone
that lasts for 20 seconds or more. It consists of one polished solid
aluminium rod on a meranti holder with felt base. Handcrafted in
Tulbagh In the Western Cape. Available at R165 + plus postage
Contact Paul at paulf@cie.org.za or fallerpaul582@gmail.com

The School of Meditation
Please visit
www.theschoolofmeditation.org and
see our newly updated and expanded
website including NEW GROUP RATES
and COURSES.

Meditatio Talk Series
For many years and four times a year a Meditatio CD has been sent to each registered Christian
Meditation group around the world. To keep up with the times, these Meditatio CDs are being offered
as audio files that can be simply downloaded and used at weekly groups. Go to:
https://meditatiotalks.wccm.org/?mc_cid=7ba082098b&mc_eid=7581bdb71e

